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President's Column - Kerry Deane-Cloutier

W

elcome back. I hope all of you
enjoyed your summer and
managed to squeeze in all the things you
hoped to get to during those long, warm
summer days. If you are like me, there are
still things on that list.
I hope as well that you spent time at the
lathe, perhaps doing something a little
outside your normal range of things that
you do. Perhaps some Graeme Priddle
branding or Haley Smith texturing? Or
maybe something you learned from the
AAW Symposium in Virginia? I look
forward to seeing some of these things at
the Instant Gallery.
Speaking of the AAW Symposium, I had
to give it a miss this year because of a
conflict. However, I understand that it
was a huge success. Almost 1000 pieces in
the instant gallery, $84,000 raised from
the Sphere exhibition, $28,000 raised for
Phil Brennion by raffle, over 600 toys
donated to a local hospital, a huge trade
show, and let us not forget the Turned For
Use II Exhibit. Congratulations to Art
Liestman, Bruce Campbell and Dennis
Cloutier for getting accepted into this
exhibit. You can see their pieces at http://
www.woodturner.org/sym/sym2008/
TurnedForUseII.pdf . Next year the
Symposium will be in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, from June 26 to 28, 2009. I have
never been to New Mexico, and this

Forum on Form & Finish:No Forum at this meeting.

Focus on Fundamentals:No presentations at this meeting

Membership Renewals:1st Portion of this meeting

Main Event:Pen Turning - Mitchell Visser

seems like a great reason to go. I hope to
see you there.
In the meantime, there will be great
things happening at the Guild to keep
your creative juices flowing. Don't forget,
Michael Mocho will be demonstrating at
the Guild on October 4, with a class on
October 5. The Green Trees Show
(formerly the Cloverdale Wood Show) is
on the October 17 - 19 weekend, followed
by more demonstrators, and... you get the
idea – stay tuned for more details.
Another AAW matter that you should
know about is the 25th Anniversary book
that is going to be produced for 2011. The
book will record the history of the AAW,
and its member's roles in the evolution of
woodturning as an art form. It will
emphasis personal stories by diverse
voices, and will be illustrated with
photographs of work, AAW members and
AAW events. AAW members are invited
to submit short essays about their
introduction to the woodturning field
and the AAW as an organization, and
what woodturning has meant in their
lives. They also want photographs taken
at AAW events (dated please!). If you
would like to be involved, email the
editor, John Kelsey, at
editorkelsey@gmail.com.
See you all at the meeting on the 24th.

September Food Suppliers:(Sorry for the duplication in the June Newsletter)

David Blair, David Broomhead, Bill
Brymer, Doug Bryson, Steve Bush,
Tom Byrom

October Food Suppliers:
Bruce Campbell, Lorne Cawley, Thom
Chadwick, Adam Christiaanse, Davis
Clark, Dennis Cloutier
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JUNE MAIN EVENT:- John Weir & Harry Taylor

Rose Engine Lathe Ornamental Turning
By:- Allan Cusworth
John Weir made a four part presentation to give us the
basic principles of Ornamental Turning. First, he gave
us some history of the origin of Ornamental Turning
which dates back many years. He noted that there a
many books available on the subject and some are in
the GVWG library.
Then John demonstrated a traversing carriage that he
mounted on the GVWG lathe. The cutter head spins on
the headstock and the wood is mounted on the carriage which feeds the piece into the cutter head. He
uses an indexing wheel to calculate each cut. Different
indexing wheel hole positions, and the different cutter
wheel grind configurations yield different ornamental
patterns on the finished piece. John likes to use very
dense woods such as Ebony and Eastern Maple to
provide smooth cuts and reduce tearout.
Next John presented a video from John McGill. It covered the various aspects of ornamental turning using a
Rose Engine Lathe. The Rose Engine Lathe uses a belt
driven rotating cutter and a rosette to create various
patterns.
Lastly, before passing the presentation role over to
Harry Taylor, John demonstrated how to make
Ornamental Turning rosettes using his hand built Rose
Engine Lathe. He built his lathe from scratch but suggests that a person wanting to make a lathe should
contact John McGill and purchase one of his RE Lathe
kits. It’s easier to build and will probably cost less in
the long run since John McGill has corrected all the

John Weir with traversing carriage mounted
design mistakes already. John McGill has written
many articles for the AAW magazine. Instructions
for building your own RE lathe using John
McGill’s design are located on the AAW web site,
http://www.woodturner.org.
continued on page 3

Photos:- Marco Berera & Allan Cusworth

~ Membership Registration Announcement ~
By:- Claudia Hayward
Another year is upon us and once again it is registration time. Don’t forget that the first part of the
meeting will be devoted to registering for another year of education and entertainment, a bargain
for only $40. Bring your cash or cheque to Merv and in return we promise lots of learning and
fun. There are several great demonstrators coming this year, including Johannes Michelsen. One
of the benefits of membership is that you get to learn from world class turners - and if you pay to
attend two demonstrations, you get the third one for free! Another benefit is that you get a
discount at KMS tools. If you purchase anything from Woodchuckers in Ontario, the club benefits
with a credit, which recently resulted in a new book for the library. We are introducing a new
name tag this year and are hoping that this will encourage the members to wear their tags - many
of us know how those “senior moments” make it difficult to remember names.
It promises to be a fun filled year so Merv and I are looking forward to seeing you at the
registration table on September 24.
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JUNE MAIN EVENT:- John Weir & Harry Taylor

Rose Engine Lathe Ornamental Turning
continued from page 2

Harry Taylor with his Rose Engine Lathe

Harry Taylor has built his Rose Engine Lathe using
one of John McGill’s kits. Harry described the
modifications he has made to his lathe. These
include using an electric drill to motorize the rosette
turning shafts and pulleys. He uses a traversing

carriage to set the lateral and cross-sectional position of the cutter head which he has mounted in a
2.0 amp Dremel tool. By setting the cutter at different positions he creates a different design each
time. The cutter can be placed in a horizontal or
vertical position to create different design modifications.
Both John Weir and Harry Taylor have spent a lot
of time developing their Ornamental Turning
equipment and styles. It’s easy to see that they
both have a passion for it. Their presentations only
whetted some of our members’ appetites for
Ornamental Turning. This article certainly cannot
fully describe the methods, machinery, or the
potential offered by this fascinating type of turning.

Thanks John and Harry
for your presentations

Welcome Wood Turners
to Another Dynamic Year of Turning
By:- Jim Johnson
Volunteers are the backbone of the Wood
Turners Guild. Without volunteers the guild
would cease to exist. Virtually every member of
the guild needs to be a volunteer in the organization in one form or another.
You may wonder what you can do for the guild
as a volunteer. The responsibilities range from
demonstrations at meetings, participating in
outside functions such as the Wood Working
Show in Abbotsford, to helping on a monthly
basis with set up of the hall and clean up following the meetings. As you can see, some of these
jobs are one time events which require several

hours of work, while others are monthly commitments that take only a few minutes. The choice
is up to you as to how you can help the guild
with these tasks.
Please step forward and sign up for whatever
you feel comfortable with doing. If you have
never done a job before, we will teach you how
to do it. There is something for everyone no
matter their skill level or amount of time to offer.
We know we can count on every member to do
their part and volunteer.
As your volunteer coordinator thanks in advance
for all you can do for the guild.
Please contact Jim Johnson to sign up today.

Contact Jim Johnson at jjdad@shaw.ca or 604-937-3275
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SUMMER GUEST DEMONSTRATOR: -Saturday, July 19, 2008

Graeme Priddle from Whangerei New Zealand
Bruce Campbell prepared an excellent article
which we published in our June newsletter that
described very effectively, the type of sculptural
woodturning that Graeme does, and what
inspires his creative efforts which do not need
repeating here.
By:- Allan Cusworth

Graeme’s plan for the day was to show us
some creative ideas and techniques. He did
not plan on starting and finishing any single
piece.
He started out by giving us some insight on where to
get our ideas for our creations. He stated that a
turned piece must start with a reason to turn it; an
inspiration, a reason to make it. He said that it is not
so important what you do but it is important why you
do it. With this in mind, your finished pieces will be
inspired creations. Your work will be expressions of
your personality and passions, and they will stand

Your pieces should tell a story
out as such. A lot of his work is based on the Mauri
culture of which he is very closely tied, and is very
knowledgeable of. He warned us that if we plan on
turning pieces based on a different culture than our
own, make sure we understand that culture first. You
want to represent their designs appropriately so you
don’t offend anyone. Your pieces should tell a story.
Graeme always write a story about each piece he
creates and it goes with the piece when it sells.
Graeme’s thoughts on Woodturning
Wood grain & Design
A woodturner has to understand how wood grain is
composed. He/she has to study it and learn about
grain direction. You must work with the grain. If you
turn against the grain you are turning uphill; if you
turn with the grain you are turning downhill. Turning

Graeme's rule for wood selection
Fancy timber = simple design
Fancy design = simple timber

Graeme Priddle set to perform some offset turning
downhill always yields a cleaner, smoother cut surface. That is because you are cutting so that the
grain fibres are supported other grain fibres underneath them.
Decide if the grain pattern will support the design.
Decide where the most difficult places to turn are.
Make sure the grain configuration of the “blank-to-piece” allows maximum strength where the grain is
short/crossed.
Make sure that the wood type matches the project.
Use dense grained hardwood for intricate carved patterns.
Learn about the tangential shrinkage ratio - the difference when a piece shrinks from round to oval
when it dries. Every type of wood is different.
Avoid SuperGlue (Cyanoacrylate Glue) stains on the
areas near a crack by finishing the area first. The
glue will be less likely to weep back out through the
grain.
Branding, painting and masking are excellent ways
to hide repaired cracks.
continued on page 5
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SUMMER GUEST DEMONSTRATOR: -Saturday, July 19, 2008

Graeme Priddle from Whangerei New Zealand
continued from page 4
A Sharp Edge
Sharp tools are safe tools. Graeme uses a 120 grit
white wheel to grind his tools.
The Bevel
Graeme uses only three bowl gouges. All have a
steep front bevel and a long side grind. He feels that
the fewer bevel angles you use, the more consistent
your cuts will be.
You should only use a “death grip” on the gouge to
“hog out” wood. Finish cuts should always be done
with light cuts with only the finger tips holding the
tool.
When starting a cut, place the thumb firmly behind
the tool to prevent “tool skate out”.
When turning out a bowl inside, always use the same
cut from the outside to the inside while riding the
bevel of the tool.
Hold the tool with the heel of the hand on the tool
rest with fingers guiding the cut. The tool needs to
have stability on the tool rest.
It is not imperative that all turnings have a consistent
thin wall thickness. He finds that people will buy turnings with some “substance”.
In his hollow turning, Graeme undercuts the vessel
edge with a Rolly Munroe small hollowing tool. It
must be razor sharp and must be adjusted correctly

Graeme uses comfortable position when burning
to allow the shavings to come off properly. This tool
works best with a little bit of negative rake.
Graeme sands his pieces to 600 grit and then uses
0000 steel wool, or White ScotchBrite abrasive. He
buys a large white floor sander disk and cuts his own
pieces. He finds that much cheaper than buying the
same product in little ready to use pieces.
Sculptural Multi-Center Hollowing
Graeme designed and partially turned one of his abalone shell shaped hollow vessels. This vessel had one
continued on page 6

Mounting the Viewing Screen
By: David Sweet
Before the start of Graeme Priddle’s demo on
July 19, Kees Hof asked Randy Lane to
mount the AV screen at the top of the west
wall using a piece of plywood and a few
brackets. Jim Johnson and David Sweet were
the spotters. However, neither of us realized
that the 10-foot step ladder we were holding
for Randy was in bad repair until the broken
side of it was turned away from the wall to
work on the other end of the project. That's
when we saw the bad leg; with Randy
perched above it! Randy wasn't phased,
though. As you can see in the pictures, he
scrounged enough wood and screws to fix the
leg before he put it away!

Editor’s note: I always knew that woodturners would never
leave an unsafe tool around for others to use and possibly get
hurt. Thanks guys!!
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SUMMER GUEST DEMONSTRATOR: -Saturday, July 19, 2008

Graeme Priddle from Whangerei New Zealand
continued from page 5
large off-center hollowed area and four others of different
sized ones. These vessels, when hollowed out, cut into each
other, and through the outside surface where the undercut
areas overlapped. The back of the vessel was thinner on one
side than on the other, which added a distinctive look to its
side profile. The layout as shown in picture #3 was done
using a pattern template with all the depths and diameters
marked on it for reference.
The circular blank is cut to a modified oval using a band
saw, and then mounted on the lathe. The large hollow was
hollowed out and undercut first. Next the other four would
be hollowed starting with the smallest one. Cutting has to be
done very carefully. Graeme did not do all the hollowing on
the piece since there were many other design techniques to
cover.

Wiring Diagram for Wood Burner

This hand-crafted wood burner provides
more power than most commercially
available units and some of the wood
burning he does requires this extra heat.

Multi-Centre Hollowing Layout

The blank is then reversed by pressing it against a
foam covered disk on a faceplate with the tailstock.
The back part of the vessel is turned to the fat profile
over the large hollowed out area. Then the lower profile of the back is carved with an Arbotech rotary
carver machine to make the final shape.
Surface Treatment
The rim areas of the vessel can be decorated in many
ways.
Burning
Graeme demonstrated his method of pyrography. He
showed how to make some special branding tips
using 18 gauge nichrome wire. He also uses 20
gauge wire for the smaller size branding tips. Keep
the brands as small as possible. It takes less current
to heat them and therefore they will burn hotter. You
can use electronic “terminal strips” that he gets from
Radio Shack (The Source) to hold the finished
brands.
He showed us how to make some particular brands.
To make a knife blade, heat up 20 gauge wire bend it
into a small loop and hammer it flat. To make a
Triangular shape, wrap the wire around a copper nail
head and make the shape in the nail head. You can
also cut little pieces of copper pipe to create many
other different shapes. Or, you can create any simple
basic design element that is used repetitively out of
the nichrome wire.
He showed us how to make our own wood burner
from a battery charger and a light dimmer switch The
charger he used is a NAPA manual type unit, Model
85-220 6-12 Volt.
continued on page 7
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SUMMER GUEST DEMONSTRATOR: -Saturday, July 19, 2008

Graeme Priddle from Whangerei New Zealand
continued from page 6

stays colorfast longer.
He uses Golden paints
To mask the circle areas that
that are available from
he does not want to mark
Opus. Brush the paint
Graeme cuts circles of good
in with a toothbrush
quality masking tape with Arch
going in the direction
Punches. For straight lines you
away from the masked
can use automotive detail stripareas. Brush it in well
ing tape: 3M Scotch autoleaving no paint buildup
motive Refinishing Tape #
in the grooves. It is a
N.36343. You can also use
good idea to keep a
Quilting circles from Staples or
paint test board diary
Graeme's Sculpture
Michaels. Sheets of different
and a record of what
sized circles are available. The
works and what doesn’t.
idea is to mask over the areas that that are to be left
The edges of the masked areas can be fixed up with
as bare wood. Be creative with the designs.
pigment liners - made by Staedler.
Carving
A lot of time will be spent working on these surfaces
so you need to find a comfortable position to sit.
Graeme emphasized using good tools. He recGraeme uses two chairs facing each other and uses
ommends Kestrel knives, (Available from Island
his knees as a platform and clamps. See the picture
Woodcraft).
on top of page 5 to see Graeme working with his
Rotary carvers, i.e. Chicago Pneumatic - flexible
unique vice.
drive cable, run at 50,000 rpm. Whereas a Dremel
Some of the wood burning tools get very hot to the
flex shaft has limited movement, is uncomfortable to
touch. Graeme suggests hat the insulation on the grip
use, and runs much slower. Use burrs from jewellery
be increased by wrapping it with ScotchBrite material
making equipment suppliers. - Wilson & Page (per
and duct tape.
Larry). Perhaps “The Bit Lady” who visits the
WoodShows has them.
The brands must be kept clean with a wire brush to
When carving hollow vessels, Graeme recommend
keep the burned edges sharp. Vary the designs by
carving where the grain is thinner. Flat grain is hard
overlapping the brand marks.
to carve and follow a marked line.
He paints over all the brands to create a consistent
I’m sure that many of the ideas, tips and techniques
finish. Use good quality, usually the most expensive
Graeme Priddle gave us will show up in future pieces
acrylic paint. It has a stiff consistency about the
on our Instant Gallery table.
same as toothpaste. It has a higher pigment load and

Upcoming Demonstrations & Things to look forward to
Continuing our tradition of hosting world class wood-turners,
we have arranged two more excellent presentation for this Fall and early 2009
By:- Claudia Hayward
Johannes Michelson will be here
on Saturday, November 1 to give
an all-day demo and to teach on
Sunday November 2. Johannes is
known throughout the world as
the “Hat Guy”. He turns very

large blocks of wood into
beautiful and fully functional hats.
This show is not to be missed.
Then, in February, 2009 AAW
Board member Malcolm Tibbetts
will be here to demonstrate
Saturday February 14 and teach
Sunday, February 15. Malcolm is

a very well known segmented
wood turner who is known for
breaking all the rules and coming
up with unique and unusual
designs.
Even if you are not interested in
segmented turning, this will be a
demonstration not to be missed.
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OCTOBER DEMONSTRATOR

Michael Mocho from Albuquerque, New Mexico
By Bruce Campbell
Well-known teacher and turner, Michael Mocho will
be visiting us in October. Michael has been a full-time
craftsman since 1976 with extensive experience in
furniture design, woodturning, sculpture, architectural millwork, pattern making, and stringed musical
instruments. He is known for his intricate containers
that often combine bent wood with turned, carved,
and textured components. He operates a small shop
in Albuquerque, New Mexico producing commissioned furniture, gift items, and contract woodturning. He was the first woodturning Artist-in-Residence
at the Arrowmont School of Craft, and selected for
the 2004 International Turning Exchange residency
at the Woodturning Center in Philadelphia.
Michael will give an all-day demonstration at
Sapperton Hall on Saturday, October 4th and a

hands-on class at Island Woodcraft on Sunday,
October 5th. As usual, the fee for the all-day demonstration is $25 and the class is $150 per seat
(maximum of six). Please contact Bruce Campbell to
register for the class and seats will only be held if you
have paid.
I was privileged to see Michael give a presentation on
“Teaching Woodturning” at the Richmond AAW this
summer. His style is clear and well thought out so I
am sure his demonstration will be very informative.
So mark your calendar and plan to attend.

Samples of Michael Mocho,s Turnings

A COLLABORATIVE PIECE:- By David Sweet & Randy Lane

Evidence:By:- Randy Lane
The scope of this collaborative challenge saw
David taking a piece of wood of his choice and
to begin turning it with a finished form in mind.
When David felt he had reached 60% completion, he was to hand it off to Randy for completion, without informing Randy of his intentions
for a final product.
David chose a beautiful piece of Red Alder with
a number of branch inclusions and some slight
figuring. He turned his piece with the obvious

intentions of producing a small bowl. The shape
of the bowl as well as the rim treatment
appeared to be atypical of David’s recent turncontinued on page 9
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ADVENTURE IN WOODTURNING

Taking Work to the Trees
By Merv Graham
After some deliberation a couple
of us Wowies decided to do
something different for inspiration. We figured that we always
go to the trees and get the wood
and drag it home and turn it. The
light went on and we realized we
Birkenhead Lake
need to do it in reverse.
So after meticulous planning we were prepared and
headed to the bush on July 15, 2008. We were
headed to Birkenhead lake a spot nestled in the

Meals consisted of Les Oeuf Complet,
Roasted Chicken, Elk Steaks and
Cedar Planked Salmon
coastal mountains of British Columbia; a spot that
is not frequented by more than locals as it is out of
the way and not a common destination for the tourist traffic. The pickup was jammed with lathe, generator, tools and of course the all important food
and beverage section. Having reached the ripe old
age of sensibility we dragged along a nice comfort-

Difficult as it was we put on a proud face
and looked as if we were enjoying ourselves.

able tent trailer.
Fueled and supplied we headed off on our 4 hour
drive to Birkenhead Lake Provincial Park campground, arriving there at 6 p.m. Setting up camp,
cooking diner and lighting the camp fire took us till
near dark; several sips of the malt and a bottle of
wine.
The next morning after a great breakfast of Les
Oeuf Complet and sausage we set up our shop and
started to work. Inspiration was rampant as we
found ourselves in one of those great spots in
British Columbia that make one feel they are in the
best place in the world. As we looked up from the
lathe our eyes feasted on a most beautiful scene.
continued on page 10

EVIDENCE:- A Collaborative Piece By David Sweet & Randy Lane
continued from page 8

ings. This in combination with a relatively long
crack originating from the pith of the piece created a considerable challenge for Randy.
There were a number of options to address the
crack in the rim, it could be filled with epoxy or
crushed stones/metal, it could be stitched with the
intentions of highlighting the crack, it could simply
be ignored and included in the piece, or it could be
turned down to a point where the crack no longer
existed. Because of these options, the piece sat
untouched for several weeks on Randy’s lathe,
awaiting inspiration. None came. And then it did.
Once Randy realized what he wanted to do with the
piece he began to find the final shape in the rough
turned form. David and Randy have worked closely
over the years developing their turning skills, each
learning from the other new techniques, skills and

approaches to turning. Randy
had decided to incorporate
some of what he had learned
from David; whether it be a
turning lesson or a life lesson.
He also decided to include
some of what he has incorporated in to his other recent
turnings, and has shared with
David. But the biggest challenge remaining was the large Awaiting inspiration
crack in the rim of the piece.
Final inspiration came by incorporating a piece of
David’s professional life in to the finished turning.
The large crack in the rim has been dealt with and
it is likely that only David will be able to identify the
“Evidence” left behind.
See our finished "Evidence" in the Turners' Gallery
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ADVENTURE IN WOODTURNING

Merv & Gregg Taking the Work to the Trees
continued from page 9

The days were hot so it was a continual chore of
chasing the shade either moving the lawn chairs
and cooler or the lathe whatever we were working
hard at for the moment. As there was only one generator and one lathe we needed to take turns at
making the chips fly
and it was very tempting to hog the lathe for
more than ones allotted
time.
Each of us took 4
pieces to work on and
were successful in getting the job done what
with all the other
chores of reading napping and general laziness to be completed
Our days started with also spiced up with a
the serenade of the local few Johnny Barley
singer announcing the corns.
start of a new day.
Meals
were
easily
decided upon Gregg did
evening meals and I did
morning paying close attention to the wants of the
other which seemed to be the same “meat” and
most anything else. Of course there also was a

Gregg and Merv roughing it in the woods

problem of the wine selection which turned out to
be easily solved with one word “red”. Breakfasts
consisted of plain old Les Oeuf Complet, scrambled
eggs en pita with assorted European sausage, and
mixed grill of eggs, sausage, tomatoes and potatoes. Gregg turned his hand to making a simple bill
of fare. Roast chicken, BBQed elk steaks, and fresh
cedar planked salmon.
Surviving on the food and beverages we were able
to glean form our meager supplies. We used the
time to ponder the need to do this again and what
increase in supplies we would need. We closed the
final evening with the decision that next time we
were going to be in camp from Sunday afternoon to
Friday morning with a definite increase in some
fundamental supplies.

The Birkenhead Collection

Our days ended in the manner of our ancestors.
We sat sipping a cup contemplating the difficulties
of living in the wilds with only our wits and a few
simple tools to assist us.
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Maple Burl - Antique Oil & Salad
Bowl Finish - Georges Leroux

Honey Locust - 11in x 4in - Oil
-Al Koehn

Remnants -Art Liestman

Maple - Dyed Outer Ring Clear
Arborwax - Erv Wildeman

2in x 5in - Oil
-Al Koehn

Maple - 7.25in x 2.5in
Tung Oil - Doug Schop

Maple & Walnut, Hollow Form
Friction -Jim Johnson

Silver Birch, Purchased at AAW
- David Nittman, Tom Wirsing

Spalted Birch - Beeswax
Exterior -Peter McLaren

Elm - 8.5in x 2.5in - Antiq. Oil &
Salad Bowl Finish-Georges Leroux

Evidence - Red Alder Walnut oil,
Wax - Randy Lane & David Sweet

Maple Hollow Form w. Knot
Tung Oil -Bruce Hodgson
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Courtship II - Black Paint - Turned
& Reconstructed -Marco Berera

Wing Bowl - - Mesquette - 8.5in x
2in - Wax - Keith Hudson

Homage Maple Turned &
Reconstructed - Marco Berera

Hollow Form Cherry Crotch - 5.5in
x 10.5in Antique oil - Colin Delory

TURNING
101
Platter - Maple - Crystal Coat
- Darryl Kettles

Platter - Maple - 6in x 2.5in
Bees Wax -Jim Johnson

Platter - Maple - Tung Oil
-Lorne Cawley

Lidded Box - Maple
- Darryll Kettles

Important Membership Information -See page 2
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
Here’s some information about a unique event scheduled in a few months.

Symposium for "Segmented" Turners
This will be the very first symposium exclusively organized for "segmented" turners.
The dates are November 14th -16th at the Marc Adams School in Indiana
All the details are posted on the event website at:
http://www.segmentedwoodturners.org/ - Malcolm Tibbetts – AAW Board member

From Murray Sluys, President, Fraser Valley Woodturners Guild

Turning Captive Rings
By: Allan Cusworth
Captive rings are easy to turn and with some practice
you can be making them very quickly. Here are some
steps to get you started:
• Start with a round spindle turned between centres.
• Turn a bead sized for the captive ring you want to
turn. I suggest starting with a 3/8” bead.
• Turn away wood on both sides of the bead to
provide space to undercut the bead.
• Start the undercut from each side. A captive ring
tool can be used for this; or, careful use of a skew
will work too.

• Sand the outer surface of the bead through the grits
to get the final finish you want before you release
it.
• Do the final undercutting to release the beads. Be
careful to make the cuts meet each other as
closely as possible. This reduces the amount of
sanding needed to make the rings round.
• After the ring has been released wrap sandpaper
around the solid part of the spindle and sand the
undersides through the grits as before. (You can
cut pieces from Pressure Sensitive Adhesive (PSA)
sanding disks.)
• You can make as many rings on the spindle as the
length of blank will allow
• Practice making these little gems and soon you’ll
be adding them to every stemmed turning you
make.

A Collaborative Piece
I SCREAM
FOR ICE CREAM
This collaboration piece was
entered by the members of the
GVWG in the 2003 AAW
Symposium held in Pasadena
California

It Won The Fantasy Award

Become a Volunteer - See page 3
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Classifieds For Sale:
ROUGHED OUT BOWLS Over 150 to choose from
ranging from 6” to 14” in Maple, English Walnut,
Acacia, Plum, Box Elder and Apple. All are dry &
ready for final turning.
$1.00 per inch diameter.
Contact Colin at 604-576-1172
or cdelory@telus.net.

GVWG Officers,
Appointees
and Volunteers
PRESIDENT

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605
VICE PRESIDENT

Larry Stevenson
ROSE ENGINE PARTS (NEW): Frame, Mill and
Rolling Table, Quick Change tool holder and Misc.
parts
$235.00
Call Rich Schmid at 604-538-7012
or richschmid@shaw.ca
LIGNUM VITAE Special offer from Cliff Daily at
Bow River Specialty Woods:
They have just received a minimal shipment of
Lignum Vitae and are offering it to us at a 10%
Discount for a limited time! Lignum Vitae is a vivid
bright green/blue color--absolutely dazzling!!!
Quantities are very limited so act now.
Contact Cliff at: info@bowriverwoods.com or call
Toll Free: 1-866-795-3462
BURNMASTER HAWK - Woodburner base unit
$100
Mastercarver Bench Top Pro Flex-shaft Set power carving tool with 2 rotary handpieces plus 1
reciprocating handpiece
$225
PROXXON MICROMOT AC ADAPTER NG5/E variable speed transformer (base unit) for Proxxon
brand tools
$50
These tools are slightly used. They have been part
of my traveling tool kit that has been sitting in a
box at my brother’s house when not being used
during my demos and classes in the US.
Contact Art Liestman at 604-939-3843
or artliestman@shaw.ca

Wanted to Buy
USED SHOP VAC
Call Rich Schmid at 604-538-7012
or richschmid@shaw.ca

604-438-3947

SECRETARY

Claudia Hayward

604-462-7597

TREASURER

Merv Graham

604-272-3525

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Steve Hansen
Clayton MacGregor
Allan Cusworth
Georges Leroux

604-937-3275
604-533-1939
604-585-0638
604-430-5075
604-534-6223
604-541-4710

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ADVISOR

Don Hoskins

604-939-6808

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATORS

Marco Berera
Steve Hansen
Larry Stevenson

604-274-7594
604-585-0638
604-438-3947

LIBRARIAN

Rich Schmid

604-538-7012

FOOD CHIEF

Lance Rossington

604-462-9985

FOF COORDINATOR

Clayton MacGregor

604-430-5075

TURNING 101

Gerry Vickers

604-463-0760

NEWSLETTER

Barry Wilkinson
604-536-6870
Allan Cusworth
604-534-6223
acusworth@telus.net
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Georgette McLaren
John Weir

604-533-1939
604-524-5831

WEBMASTER

Ivan Cvekic

604-275-8459

